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Analysis of wireless power transfer characteristics
for multiple receivers by time sharing technique
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Abstract
A multiple charging method for a wireless power transfer system (WPTS) in the near-field region is proposed. We
analyzed the frequency characteristics of multiple receivers in the near-field region. The results suggested that the time
division WPTS can achieve efficient and equal power transmission at multiple receivers. We conclude that this system has
an advantage for charging multiple receivers.
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I.

Introduction

WPT has been studied for many years [1]. Recently,
WPT techniques using resonant coupling has been
developed intensively [2]-[3]. The efficiency of the
WPT system using near-field coupling is very high at a
close range. Previous work [4]-[7] suggested that the
frequency tracking method could be used for adaptive
matching. This method controls the frequency of the
WPTS source based on the coupling between the antennas.
However, the method has various limitations, including
the case of multiple receivers charging. To address this
issue, we investigated the characteristics of multiple
receivers and propose that the time division WPTS
resolves this problem.

II.

Frequency Characteristics of Multiple
Receivers

The adaptive matching method for WPT using frequency
tracking has been studied by many groups. However, the
method underlying multiple receivers charging remains
unclear. The frequency characteristic of one receiver is
greatly different from that of multiple receivers. Figure 1
shows the antennas structure and the positions of the
multiple receivers. FEKO was used as the simulator.
The set-up of the center-fed helical dipole antenna is
shown in fig. 1. The diameter of the wire was 1 mm, and
the height and diameter of the antenna were 6 cm and 7
cm, respectively. The resonant frequency was 13.56
MHz. The distance between the transmitter and the first
receiver was fixed at 15 cm. The angle between the
transmitter and the receivers was set at 60o. The port

impedance at the antennas was 50 Ω. Fig. 2 shows the
power transfer efficiency based on the frequency when the
distance between the transmitter and the second receiver
was 20 cm. The total power transfer efficiency and the
difference between the individual power transfer
efficiencies are shown in fig. 2. Generally, the goal of
any power transfer system for multiple receivers is to
obtain efficient and equal charging characteristics. At
the frequency where the total power transfer efficiency
was efficient, the difference in the power transfer
efficiency of the first and the second receiver was quite
high. Therefore, only one of the receivers was well
charged, and the others were hardly charged at all. Such
a situation is not advisable.

III. Characteristics of the Time Division WPTS
The analysis at the previous charter highlighted the
difficulties surrounding the charging of multiple receivers.
To resolve this problem, we propose the time division
WPTS. Generally, the WPTS operates at a very low
frequency, with the result that the size of the antennas in
the system is very small. Therefore, we can assume that
an antenna in a WPTS is a quasi-canonical minimum
scattering (CMS) antenna. A CMS antenna is defined as
one that becomes invisible when the antenna port is opencircuited [8]. Fig. 3 shows the proposed circuit of the
receiver at the time division WPTS. The switch is added
at the port of the receivers. When the switch is off, the
load impedance resembles a small capacitor. Therefore,
the receiver port is almost open-circuited condition and
then the receiver is invisible. As a result, the transmitter
can transmit power at the other receiver efficiently.
The controller at the receiver controls the switch, which is
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Fig.1. Structure of the multiple receivers charging system
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Fig.4. Power transfer efficiency of the first receiver
according to the switch state of the second receiver (r1 = 15
cm, r2 = 20 cm)
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Fig.2. Total power transfer efficiency and the difference
between the individual power transfer efficiencies (r1 = 15
cm, r2 = 20 cm)
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ower transfer efficiency of the second receiver
according to the switch state of the first receiver (r1 = 15 cm,
r2 = 20 cm)
Fig.3. Equivalent
quivalent circuit of the receiver according to the
switch state

connected during the allotted time. The power transfer
efficiency of each receiver according to the switch state is
shown in figs. 4 and 5. When the switch of the second
receiver was off, the power transfer efficiency was almost
same as that of the case of the without the second receiver
as shown in fig. 4. Similarly, when the switch of the first
receiver was off, the power was efficiently tra
transmitted to
the second receiver as shown in fig 5.

IV. Conclusion
In this paper, the characteristics of the WPTS to charge the
multiple receiver is analyzed. We conclude that in terms
of multiple receiver' charging, the proposed time division
WPTS can transmit power efficiently and equally.
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